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Prayer Of Salvation
How do I ask Jesus into my
life?
Here is a prayer to help
you! Please call me if you
pray or have any questions.
I’ll be glad to talk to you.
860-946-7095
Pastor Richard P. Beobide
Father sometimes I
offend you.
I know Jesus died because
we have all offended you.
I believe God You raised
Jesus from the dead.
Save me from my desires
that offend you.
Jesus of Nazareth
I confess that you
are Savior & Lord.
Forgive me for offending you
in Jesus name I pray, Amen.
Here is your job description
from now on!
Do no more evil
Tell about Jesus
Be baptized, Learn about
Him in your Bible.

Pondering the mysteries of creation.
In Today’s society, information is being gathered at breakneck speed and the people of the
world society are unable to keep
pace philosophically. In other
words, everyone (I believe) has
questions about our own existence and perhaps even the hereafter. The problem is: we’re so
busy with the cares of this life:
competing and making a living
we don’t have time to ask ourselves very important questions:
worse yet it’s more difficult to
find good answers to them. For
instance: parenting, work ethics,
God, the hereafter and so on!
As the medical profession
came of age it realized that there
is more to medicine than drugs
and doctors. The patient’s awareness, nutrition, good selfmaintenance, and faith all play
an important part. Science,
mathematics and technology has
come of an age where they disregard God as a force and replaced
Him with “First Cause” (That is,
all things “created” were the effects of earlier events), as discussed in an earlier article. In my
opinion, this is truly unwise on
their part, and this article will
attempt to address, using the 1st
day of creation as an example,
what wonderful insight the technology fields have overlooked (or
abandoned) philosophically for
the sake of a lesser gain.
Genesis 1:1-6
1.In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2.
And the earth was without form,
and void; and darkness was upon
the face of the deep. And the
spirit of God moved upon the
face of the waters. 3. And God
said Let there be light: and there
was light. 4. And God saw the
light, that it was good: and God
divided the light from the darkness. 5. And God called the light

Day, and the darkness He called
Night. And the evening and the
morning were the first day 6. And
God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters,
and let it divide the waters from
the waters.
Looking at these 6 verses we
immediately see: First there was
substance: water, and darkness in
place before the creation of the
earth ever began. Biblically, this
would make sense. Why? First,
The Evil One and his minions
may have existed prior to this
creation. They were cast into
darkness before the creation of the
earth ever began. Second, Gods
selects this watery region contained within the darkness and
decides to move on the face of
the waters. Third, the pronouncement of Light. Fourth, God divides the light from the darkness.
Fifth, in verse 2 the earth was not
yet organized into a life sustaining
planet, there was just void in Hebrew “void” means chaos. However, we know the elements for its
creation were there when God’s
spirit moved on it. Sixth, God
divides water from water. Seventh, God names light Day and
Darkness night. Eighth, evening
and morning were the first day.
Nineth and finally God begins the
creation of earth making it the
epicenter or focal point of this job.
Now, let’s see how all this adds
up with some help from science
guys.
Stephen Hawking candidly
mentions something of extreme
importance. From the perspective
of the earth, the universe looks
the same in whichever direction
we look. Furthermore, It appears
that all other galaxies are moving
away from us. Making it appear
as though we are the center of the
universe. However, it is assumed
according to Friedman
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(Friedman’s second assumption)
this same phenomenon would occur
from the perspective of any other
point in any other galaxy too (but!
That is a theory and an improvable
assumption; we would have to travel
to a distant galaxy to observe the
universe from that perspective).
However, as Hawking states “we
believe it only on the grounds of
modesty: it would be remarkable if
the universe looked the same around
us, but not around other points in the
universe!”
So what’s the point Rick?
Well, the Bible refers to the region
of earth as a center of activity as it
regards earth’s development.
Moses’ writings show us how, from
the earth’s perspective, creation is
moving away from us. Interestingly,
Science uses The Doppler Theory,
and color shift to reveal how the
universe is moving away from us in
all directions. So, we can say with
reasonable certainty that scripture
agrees with science; Moses’ revelation from God shows creation is
expanding away from us, and after
many years the scientific community is now agreed it to!
Does Moses reveal the possibility of a universe? Yes! Moses
reveals God selected the earth. Because the term “selected” is used, I
don’t think it would be a stretch to
say there were other resources that
God could have picked from. This
could suggest the possibility of
earth’s selection from amongst
many in the universe. Cleary Moses
writings of Genesis are a very deep
treasure. It is fair to say, science
would be wise in considering the
real question; how did Moses know
these things? Simple! He didn’t!
Instead he trusted God. God knew.
Moses was obedient in doing what
God commanded him to do. That
was to write these things down in a
book. See you next time in Mystery
& Logic!
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